We consider solutions (and subsolutions and supersolutions) of the boundary value problem au(x,u,Du)DiJu + u(x,u,Du) = 0 in £2,
in an orthonormal coordinate system centered at x0 for which ß0 is parallel to the positive ;t"-axis. A vector field ß is oblique on a subset S c 3ß if ß(x0) is oblique at x0 for all xQ g S. M is oblique if the vector field ß is oblique. When 3ß g C1, obliqueness of ß just means ß ■ v > 0 for the inner unit normal v.
Under additional hypotheses on Q, M, and ß (which will be spelled out later), we shall prove a weak Harnack inequality (Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2) and a local maximum principle (Theorems 3.3 and 3.4). As is well known the weak Harnack inequality provides a Holder estimate (Corollary 2.3) and a strong minimum principal (Corollary 2.4) while the combination of the weak Harnack inequality with the local maximum principle gives a Harnack estimate (Corollary 3.5).
Similarly to [10] , this work makes strong use of a Bakd'man-Aleksandrov-type maximum principle. We prove such a maximum principle in §1 by making some minor modifications of [6, Theorem 2.1] . Next the weak Harnack inequality is proved in §2 by refining the choice of comparison function in [5, Lemma 2.1]; Holder estimates also appear there. In §3, we prove the local maximum principle and a Harnack-type inequality.
Before proceeding, we point out that the definition of M can be extended to functions which are not differentiable on 3ß. We shall write Mu(x0) < g(x0) if limsup(-[M(x0 + fj8(x0)) -uix0)] +y(x0+ tß(x0))u(x0 + tß(x0))\ < g(x0);
similarly M«(x0) > g(.x0) if M(-w(x0)) < -gix0) and M«(x0) = g(x0) if Mw(x0) < 8(x0) and Mu(x0) > g(x0).
1. The global maximum principle. We begin with a variant of the Bakd'manAleksandrov maximum principle [1] . The variant is just a careful reworking of [6, Theorem 2.1], but it is important to spell out the technicalities for future reference.
We say that a vector ß0 points into a set 2 at x0 G 32 if there is a constant t0 such that x0 + tß0 G 2 for all t g (0, i0]. Inward-pointing vector fields and differential operators are defined in the obvious way. Obviously obliqueness is a special case of this concept.
For a continuous function u on ß, the upper contact set r + = r"+ is the set of all y g ß for which there exists p g R" such that
The normal mapping x is defined on subsets of ß by x(2) = {p G R": (1.1) holds for some y g 2}. 
To prove this estimate, we choose R0 so that the ball of radius R0 in R" has volume equal to |x(T + )|. If R > R0, then there is a vector p0 g R"\x(T+) with \p0\ < R.
Consequently there is an affine function W with Dw = p0, w > u in ß, and wix0) = uix0) = u(xq) for some x0 g ß. Because p0 £ x(T+), it follows that x0 g 3ß. Moreover
Because u «g w, it follows that ßo sup« < u(x0) + Rd *i ■£-+[ -+ d\R. a Yo \ Yo / By sending R to R0 in this inequality and then substituting for R0, we obtain (1.6') and hence (1.6). D
Note that there are no geometric restrictions on ß (except for being bounded) in Lemma 1.1. Our proof of (1.6)' is essentially that of [6, Theorem 2.1] and Lemma 1.1 is a generalization of [6, Theorem 4.6] . The assumption u g W2'"(ti) n Cl(ti) in [6] is recovered by a simple approximation argument. When ß and y are continuous, the regularity of u can be further relaxed to u g Wx2oc"iti) n C°(ß), ß ■ Du g C°(ß) for some continuous extension of ß. With this observation, we can infer the usual Bakel'man-Aleksandrov estimate [2, Theorem 9.1] as a special case of our lemma. A related maximum estimate has been proved by Nadirashvili [9, Lemma 1.4] . The fundamental difference between his estimate and ours is that he assumes c ^ 0, y < 0, and c # 0. In proving his estimate, he also assumes that a'j is continuous and that 3ß g C2. Since his estimates depend quantitatively on these assumptions, it is not clear how close they are to our (1.6).
For the weak Harnack inequality we introduce some structure conditions. Let ju and b0 be nonnegative constants and let b, c, f be nonnegative measurable functions with b G L2", c and / in L". We assume that
We also fix a point on 3ß, which we take to be the origin, and we define ti(R) = ti n {|a-| < R), 2(Ä) = 3ß n {|x| < R). Our other assumption is that there is a positive R0 such that
Lemma 2.1. Set p = l/16np and suppose that
Let u G C°(ß) Pi C2(ß) and suppose also that there are nonnegative constants m0, g such that (2.4) 0 < u < m0, Qu^Ointi, Mu ^ gondti, the conditions (2.1a, b) hold for x G ß, 0 < z < m0, p G R", and that (2.1c), (2.2) hold. If From Lemma 1.1 (with ß = 0 on 3G\ G°) we infer that
with the L" norms taken over G. Assuming without loss of generality that Cx < 1, it follows that a||è||".c 4-R||c||".c < C(n)C\/2. In G(R/4) we conclude that u+C(n,p,Cx)R(g + \\f\\")>A[l -C(n,p)Cxx/2-lla/%\.
Because 17a/8 = 34/35, we can take C, = (1 4-70C(n, p))~2 to infer that
In conjugation with (2.8), this inequality gives (2.7). D If 3ß g C1 and ß is oblique in the usual sense that ß • v > 1 for the inner normal v, Lemma 4.1 is applicable by taking R0 small enough. Thus Lemma 4.1 includes [5, Lemma 2.1] as a special case. In this case, the restrictions on R in terms of b, c, y can be eliminated by a chaining argument but then C in (2.6) will depend also on R\\b2 + c\\n, R\\y\\x.
Next we prove a weak Harnack inequality for a convex wedge. provided C2 is sufficiently small. Thus we need only estimate infC7<2/?) u in terms of mrc"(R/2) "-For this estimate, we invoke Lemma 2.1 at points in 3ß n 3G"(R/2) and we use a simple chaining argument to obtain (this inequality corresponds to (2.9)) very simply by taking w = u-A + gi2R -x") + \Ai2 -x"/2R).
More complex geometric configurations can be obtained by an expanded version of the argument in Lemma 2.2; for example, a weak Harnack inequality can be proved near a convex polyhedral boundary and for certain nonconvex domains as well. We shall not pursue this matter further. Instead we state Holder estimates for solutions of (2.10) ßw = 0inß, Mu = gon3ß under the structure conditions (2.1b, c) and (2.11) \a(x,z,p)\^\(b0\p\ + b\p\+ c|z| + /). Corollary 2.3. Suppose there is a positive constant R0 such that, for any x0 g 3ß, there is an orthonormal coordinate system center at x0 in which (2.2) holds. Suppose also that (2.3) or (2.3)' holds and that if (2.3)' holds, so does (2.2)'. If u g C°(ß) n C2(ß) is a solution of (2.10) with m0 = sup\u\ and (2.11) being satisfied in ti X [-m0 , m0] X R", then there is a positive constant a depending only on n, p, b0mQ such that u G Ca(ti). Moreover shall use a function f with certain properties to be spelled out. This function f will play exactly the same role as 1 -|jc|2 does in [10] .
Throughout this section, we set M0 = ß ■ D and suppose that 0 g 3ß. We then wish to construct a function f with the following properties:
Lemma 3.1. Let e and p be positive constants and suppose (3.2a) lx" ^-^-\x\,\x\< l| c Q,
Then there is a function f, determined only by e and p, satisfying (3.1).
Proof. For k and R positive constants to be further specified, set «(*)-i + £-.Jj£. ß* = {»>0}, x=1-^.
On 3ß, u<l+ X\x\/R -k\x\2/R2 so f will be positive only for 2k|jc| < R(X + [X2 + 4k]1/2). Assuming k has been chosen, we therefore choose R so that 2k > R(X + [X2 + 4k]1/2). Hence M0u> = ß" -2Kßx>
Jr(l -p[x +(X2 + 4k)1/2]) on ß* n 3ß
and therefore M0co > e/2R on ß* Pi 3ß if k is small enough. Since <o < 1 4-à2/4k on 3ß, there is a positive constant ju0 such that M0w ^ ju0co on ß* n 3ß.
The proof is completed by setting f = max{to, 0}q for q sufficiently large. D If we wish to eliminate the hypothesis that ß contains a large cone, a more subtle approach is needed. We shall only examine the case of a convex wedge. By adding together suitable functions from Lemma 3.2, we conclude that there is a C2 function f2 with support in {|x| < 1} such that Mo$2 t> 2f2 on 2, l2 > c0 on 2 n { r0 < \x | < rx ).
It follows that ? = ?! + ?2 is the desired function.
If n > 2, we set £3 = £, 4-f2 and «O",*--1,*«) = f3(*n-\*n) -Jf3(o) --^--l*"l2.
One easily checks that M0u > co on 2; the desired £ is just max{ w, O}2. D The local maximum principle follows easily with t' = e if (3.2) holds and t' = max{ Tl5 t2 } if (3.3a) holds. replaced by (2.11) and let u g C°(ß) n C2(ß) be a nonnegative solution of (3.11). // y G G'(2R) and if o is so small that the ball B(y, 4oR) centered at y with radius 4oR is contained in G'(2R), then there is a constant C depending only on b0m0, n,p,o, R0\\b2 + c\\", RqIIyIL such that 7j(I|a'*IIJ(«+) lí+1 +MJ--H II,-) +R8 + R\\fl (3.12) sup u < C inf u + R\\g\\K + R\\f\\" B(v.aR) Vc(R/4)
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